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ABSTRACT

Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) is a dominant Southern Hemisphere water mass that spreads from its formation regions just north of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) to at least 20°S in all oceans. This study uses an isopycnal climatology constructed from Argo conductivity–temperature–depth (CTD) profile data to define the current state of the AAIW salinity minimum (its core) and thence compute anomalies of AAIW core pressure, potential temperature, salinity, and potential density since the mid-1970s from ship-based CTD profiles. The results are used to calculate maps of temporal property trends at the AAIW core, where statistically significant strong circumpolar shoaling (30–50 dbar decade$^{-1}$), warming (0.05°–0.15°C decade$^{-1}$), and density reductions [up to −0.03 (kg m$^{-3}$) decade$^{-1}$] are found. These trends are strongest just north of the ACC in the southeast Pacific and Atlantic Oceans and decrease equatorward. Salinity trends are generally small, with their sign varying regionally. Bottle data are used to extend the AAIW core potential temperature anomaly analysis back to 1925 in the Atlantic and to 1960 elsewhere. The modern warm AAIW core conditions appear largely unprecedented in the historical record: biennially and zonally binned median AAIW core potential temperatures within each ocean basin are, with the notable exception of the subtropical South Atlantic in the 1950s–70s, 0.2–1°C colder than modern values. Zonally averaged sea surface temperature anomalies around the AAIW formation latitudes in each ocean and sectoral southern annular mode indices are used to put the AAIW core property trends and variations into context.

1. Introduction

Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) is a very prominent water mass that lies above the deep water and spreads below the subtropical thermocline in the Southern Hemisphere. AAIW has long been identified by a pronounced salinity minimum from 600- to 1000-m depth (Wüst 1936, 1–288) found north of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) in all three oceans (Fig. 1). McCartney (1977) suggested that AAIW is formed primarily in the southeast Pacific Ocean just equatorward of the ACC, as the coldest and freshest variety of Subantarctic Mode Water (SAMW). Molinelli (1981) suggested that cold fresh surface waters flow northward across the ACC to contribute to the AAIW salinity minimum, primarily in the Indian Ocean near Kerguelen Island and in the southeast Pacific Ocean. Piola and Georgi (1982) argued that both mechanisms contribute to AAIW formation regionally (the former in the southeast Pacific and the latter in the South Atlantic) and noted prominent AAIW property variations among all three oceans.

After formation near its proposed main creation regions in the South Atlantic (Talley 1996) and southeast Pacific Oceans (Taft 1963), AAIW spreads northward (Fig. 1). Even in the Indian Ocean, with only limited AAIW ventilation (Fine 1993), a distinct AAIW salinity minimum is found from the ACC to the latitude of the Indonesian Throughflow (Fig. 1). Around 20°S, salty subtropical surface waters start to have a significant impact on AAIW characteristics, especially in the Indian and Pacific Oceans, where the density of the salinity minimum associated with AAIW increases markedly north of 20°S. In the Atlantic the AAIW salinity minimum persists to at least 20°N (Fig. 1), with northward spreading intensified at the western boundary in the subtropics (Defant 1941, 191–260; Taft 1963). The silicic-acid-rich characteristics of AAIW can even be followed along the
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Gulf Stream and the North Atlantic Current all the way to 60°N (Tsuchiya 1989).

There have been many investigations, both regional and global, into intermediate-depth potential temperature and salinity changes on isobars and isopycnals in the southern oceans (Bindoff and Church 1992; Johnson and Orsi 1997; Bindoff and McDougall 2000; Wong et al. 2001; Arbic and Owens 2001; Aoki et al. 2005; McDonagh et al. 2005; Böning et al. 2008; Durack and Wijffels 2010; Helm et al. 2010; McCarthy et al. 2011). These studies almost uniformly find warming and salinification with passing time on isopycnals denser than the AAIW salinity minimum and usually (although not always) note a cooling and freshening over time on lighter isopycnals. This isopycnal cooling and freshening above the AAIW and warming and salinification below form a dipole around the core of the AAIW. It is not clear from climate model diagnoses whether this pattern can be attributed to climate change (Stark et al. 2006). However, the pattern is consistent with an overall warming of AAIW salinity minimum, as discussed below.
Here we take a global and phenomenological approach to analyze observed hydrographic changes at the core of the AAIW, defined by its local vertical salinity minimum. In recent years the Argo Program array of conductivity–temperature–depth (CTD) instrument-carrying profiling floats has provided, for the first time, year-round data from the undersampled regions in the Southern Hemisphere oceans. The continuously improving data coverage there allows insights into AAIW formation and spreading, as well as variability and trends of potential temperature and salinity. Comparing historical ship-based CTD data to Argo CTD data, we find that since the mid-1970s the AAIW core warms 0.05°–0.15°C decade⁻¹, shoals 30–50 dbar decade⁻¹, and shifts appreciably toward lighter densities, with magnitudes of these changes depending on ocean basin. Salinity trends at the AAIW core vary regionally in both sign and magnitude. Using bottle station data back to the mid-1920s reveals that the AAIW core warming is multidecadal, with modern conditions apparently largely unprecedented in the historical record.

2. Data and methods

We construct a modern-time-period isopycnal climatology from Argo float CTD data, analyze AAIW structure with it, and use it as a reference from which to compute anomalies of potential temperature (θ), salinity (S), pressure (P), and potential density (σθ) at the AAIW salinity minimum (the AAIW core) from ship-based CTD profiles since the mid-1970s and AAIW core anomalies in θ only from bottle data profiles from the mid-1920s through the early 1980s.

The Argo float climatology uses all available quality controlled Argo float CTD data flagged as good through March 2010. We use delayed-mode quality controlled data as available and real-time quality controlled data for profiles on which delayed-mode processing has not yet been completed. For all individual float profiles, θ, S, and P are interpolated onto σθ levels for 26.6 < σθ < 27.6 kg m⁻³ at 0.009–0.013 kg m⁻³ intervals that decrease with increasing density. Closer to the surface, for σθ < 26.6 kg m⁻³, the intervals of Δσθ are on the order of 0.05–0.09 kg m⁻³ and on the order of 0.03 kg m⁻³ for σθ > 27.6 kg m⁻³.

We construct a modern θ, S, and P climatology by mapping the Argo CTD data to a 1° latitude × 1° longitude × four-season grid (regardless of year) on each isopycnal level using a locally weighted scatterplot smoother (LOESS; Cleveland and Devlin 1988) that fits a quadratic surface to nearby data using weighted least squares. The temporal radius of the fit is 3 months, and the horizontal radii are adaptive. The zonal radius is twice that of the meridional radius, owing to the strong zonal nature of features in the interior of the Southern Ocean, although this choice slightly smears out the mapped fields near eastern and western boundaries. The mapping uses the closest 4000 data points, with a 500-km lower threshold for the meridional radius, expanding to an 825-km upper threshold as necessary to reach (or approach in very data-sparse regions) the 4000-data-point target. These choices provide around 1000 data points close in space and time for each of the four seasons, allowing a smooth, well-mapped climatology.

As a last step prior to mapping, an interquartile range (IQR) filter is applied at each grid point to the selected S and P data, rejecting values that are 3 times the IQR below the first quartile or 3 times the IQR above the third quartile. Because the analysis is isopycnal, applying this quality control filter to θ would be redundant with regard to its application to S.

After mapping we compute annual means of θ, S, and P as the time means of the four seasonal maps for each quantity on each isopycnal, only considering density levels with a year-round presence at each geographical location. Mapping seasonally and then averaging the four seasons significantly reduces noise present in the individual seasonal maps and also minimizes any residual seasonal sampling bias. Data points within the climatology with standard errors above 15 dbar in P, 0.2°C in θ, or 0.06 PSS-78 (practical salinity scale 1978) in S are removed.

The reference AAIW core used in this study is defined as the local vertical salinity minimum found for 26.98 < σθ < 27.8 kg m⁻³ at each grid point of the Argo float climatology between 60°S and 20°N. This density range exceeds that of the AAIW core for all but the far northern reaches of that feature in the Atlantic Ocean, likely covering all AAIW formed within the decades of observational data used in this study. Seasonal cycles of properties of the AAIW core are smaller than the noise except for AAIW core P within ~200 km of its southernmost extent, motivating our averaging of the seasonal maps as detailed above.

Ship-based CTD data used in this study (Fig. 2) encompass all profiles in the HydroBase2 database (Lozier et al. 1995; information available online at http://www.whoi.edu/science/PO/hydrobase/) available as of November 2008 and all Climate Variability and Predictability (CLIVAR) and the Carbon Hydrographic Data Office (CCHDO) database sections available in netCDF format as of October 2010 that extend south of the equator (212 sections, including repeat sections). All data flagged as bad or probably bad are discarded. To prevent those data available in both datasets from being used twice, all HydroBase2 profiles found within 10 km and 24 h of any CCHDO profile are treated as duplicates.
and discarded. Further quality control criteria for ship-based CTD profiles include a minimum vertical resolution of 12 dbar and a maximum pressure exceeding 1300 dbar.

The AAIW core for each ship-based CTD profile is determined similarly to that in the Argo float climatology—as the local vertical salinity minimum found within 26.98 < \( \sigma_\theta < 27.8 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \). Anomalies of \( \theta, S, P, \) and \( \sigma_\theta \) at the AAIW core for that profile are then determined with respect to the Argo climatology by taking the differences between these parameters at the AAIW core for each CTD profile and those for the Argo float climatology AAIW core interpolated to the position of the CTD profile.

For mapping the larger-scale trends of the anomalies of the CTD data from the Argo climatology we use LOWESS (a weighted least squares planar fit to local data) with a 1500-km radius. The use of a weighted planar LOWESS fit (instead of a weighted quadratic LOESS fit) and a larger smoothing radius better suits the CTD data distribution (Fig. 2), which is sparser than the distribution of Argo data used for the climatology. This stronger smoothing is acceptable since spatial variations of AAIW core properties are removed by defining the anomalies as departures from the well-resolved, locally representative climatology. As a last step prior to trend computation and mapping the data are quality controlled by an IQR filter applied to \( u \) and \( su \) anomalies, rejecting values twice the IQR below the first quartile or twice the IQR above the third quartile. This interval covers > 99.9% of a normal distribution.

We calculate the trend and its standard error by applying LOWESS as mentioned above to nearby ship-based CTD-derived anomalies. We also include the value from the Argo climatology at the grid point being mapped, which by definition has anomalies of zero for each parameter. We use a date of January 2009 for each Argo climatology value and assign it a weight of 50 to reflect the large number of float profiles used in its estimation. This weight roughly corresponds to that which would accrue to data from one hydrographic section crossing the grid point in question with profiles spaced at 10-nautical-mile intervals, much closer spacing than most open-ocean CTD surveys.

Historical bottle casts are often sparsely spaced in the vertical, and hydrographic stations are also laterally very sparse and irregular prior to the 1950s. Nonetheless, the AAIW core \( \theta \) anomalies can be determined with errors smaller than the observed anomalies. Therefore, we analyze their biennial arithmetic means and medians for each ocean basin in two distinct latitude bands using bottle data from 1925 through 1981. Hydrographic data prior to 1925 are so vertically sparse that they do not pass the analysis and quality control procedures described below. While multiple bottle casts are often taken at a single station, the data are stored as individual casts, each with a relatively small number of data points, often between 12 and 24. Thus we analyze these data using a three-dimensional LOESS smoother with \( u \) as the vertical axis. We construct profiles of \( S \) versus \( \theta \) for the years from 1925 to 1980 on a 1° latitude \( \times 1° \) longitude \( \times 1 \text{ yr} \) grid between 50° and 20°S for each point that has data within 0.71° latitude and 0.5 yr. The \( \theta \) grid ranges from 2.9° to 5.7°C in 0.02°C steps. The LOESS smoother uses radii of 2° latitudinal distance, 3 yr, and 0.2°C, only accepting data points within the density range of the AAIW core (26.98 < \( \sigma_\theta < 27.8 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \)) and from stations in water depth > 3000 m.

Salinity values are only retained if the summed weights exceed unity. Profiles with less than \( \frac{1}{3} \) of grid points retained from 2.9°–5.7°C are discarded. This situation can occur if only shallow data are available or bottle data are too sparse vertically. For each profile the AAIW core is determined and the value of \( \theta \) there is compared to that of the Argo float climatology at that location to determine the local AAIW core \( \theta \) anomaly. Bottle data between Madagascar and Africa are not analyzed because of poor representation of that region in the Argo climatology. The error for an individual derived AAIW core \( \theta \) anomaly by
this method is strongly correlated to depth distribution of the measurements and thus may in some cases be as large as 0.2°C, though it is generally on the order of 0.05°C–0.1°C, even for sparse historical data. Since the AAIW salinity minimum is pronounced (Figs. 1 and 3) and only a relative S minimum is necessary for this method, the historically larger errors in S have little impact on this analysis. Historical temperature measurements are likely to be accurate to at least 0.1°C, or even 0.01°C in some cases.

### 3. AAIW salinity minimum properties and trends

Aspects of the AAIW salinity minimum and its variability are clear in θ–S diagrams in regions that have been sampled repeatedly by ship-based and Argo float CTDs (Fig. 3). In all three regions illustrated, the AAIW core θ generally shifts from colder to warmer (and σθ from denser to lighter) over the time periods sampled. Changes of AAIW core S are more variable in space and time. The AAIW core θ increase results in the dipole pattern reviewed in section 1—with cooling and freshening on isopycnals lighter than the AAIW core, and warming and salinification on denser isopycnals. Comparing the trend on isopycnals (Fig. 3, dotted gray lines) between historical hydrographic profiles (color) and the Argo climatology (black) elucidates this pattern. The region shown in the South Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 3a) indicates a warming of up to 1°C since the 1970s. The Pacific region farther to the south (Fig. 3c) shows a stronger AAIW core warming than that to the north (Fig. 3b), though AAIW core θ increases since the early 1990s are on the order of 0.25°C at all three locations. To determine
better how these warming trends vary by location since the mid-1970s (or somewhat later depending on the local availability of data—see Fig. 2) we map them globally.

The influence of AAIW plausibly ranges in thickness from 500 to 1000 m, depending on ocean and latitude. Here we analyze trends in the properties of the AAIW core, its $S$ minimum, since the mid-1970s. This feature is well defined, least mixed with waters of different origin, and easy to locate within data profiles. As detailed above, we use the Argo float climatology for reference values for the AAIW core properties determined from ship-based CTD data, since the Argo float array sampling of $\theta$ and $S$ in the upper 2 km of the Southern Hemisphere oceans is unsurpassed.

**a. Brief overview of the climatological state**

The climatological AAIW core is found within 500 to 1000 m, depending on ocean and latitude. Here we analyze trends in the properties of the AAIW core, its $S$ minimum, since the mid-1970s. This feature is well defined, least mixed with waters of different origin, and easy to locate within data profiles. As detailed above, we use the Argo float climatology for reference values for the AAIW core properties determined from ship-based CTD data, since the Argo float array sampling of $\theta$ and $S$ in the upper 2 km of the Southern Hemisphere oceans is unsurpassed.

In the Atlantic the AAIW core has a maximum $P$ of $\sim$900 dbar at 30°S before rising to 750 dbar around the equator (20°S–10°N) and deepening again in the North Atlantic (Figs. 1a and 4a). The AAIW core becomes denser in more northerly latitudes by entrainment and mixing, with its $\sigma_\theta$ increasing by 0.2–0.3 kg m$^{-3}$ from 50°S to 20°N (Fig. 4d). In subtropical latitudes a zonal gradient of AAIW core density is distinguishable, with higher values in the eastern Atlantic. All northward and eastward density increases in the Atlantic are mainly due to salinification of the AAIW core that overcomes the reduction in density from minor warming (Figs. 4b–d).

The Indian Ocean AAIW core is found within 1200 < $P$ < 1400 dbar a few degrees north of the ACC and shoals to 600 dbar by around 20°S (Fig. 4a). North of 20°S salty northern Indian Ocean waters dominate and erode the AAIW $S$ minimum completely after briefly deepening it to 1000 m. The Indian Ocean AAIW core is found near $\sigma_\theta = 27.2$ kg m$^{-3}$ south of 30°S (Figs. 1b–c and 4d). It trends toward lighter densities northward of that
latitude before increasing abruptly to $\sigma_\theta \sim 27.4$ kg m$^{-3}$ just prior to disappearing completely. This behavior reflects the strong regional influence of warm and salty northern Indian Ocean waters.

Within the Pacific Ocean the AAIW core at 26.98 < $\sigma_\theta < 27.8$ kg m$^{-3}$ can be found from just north of the ACC to 10°–20°N (Figs. 4a,d). While the tropical salinity minimum in the Atlantic originates solely from AAIW, the Pacific tropical salinity minimum has contributions from AAIW from the south and North Pacific Intermediate Water (Talley 1993) from the north. Since this study focuses on the AAIW core we restrict further discussion and analyses in the Pacific to south of 20°–15°S, to exclude the tropical salinity minimum that is found at $\sigma_\theta > 27.2$ kg m$^{-3}$ (Figs. 1c–e and 4d).

In the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, $\theta$ and $S$ distributions at the AAIW core tend to be well correlated, with opposing influences on density (Figs. 4b–d). This tendency does not hold in the Pacific Ocean. There the AAIW core $S$ increases from the east toward the west, with its lowest values around 34.1 in the vicinity of the Humboldt Current off the west coast of South America, and increasing to above 34.4 close to New Zealand. The Pacific AAIW core $\theta$ distribution is coldest in the east as well, but with a cold tongue reaching westward across the Pacific Ocean around 30°S created by warmer values to the south (Fig. 4b). This distribution of $\theta$–$S$ properties appears similar to the pattern of AAIW core $P$ (Fig. 4a), which shows a shoaling extending northward along the west coast of South America to about 30°S, and then extending westward and slightly northward across the Pacific. The AAIW core $P$ is significantly deeper in the central and western Pacific Ocean than elsewhere in the Pacific. Finally, the AAIW core $\sigma_\theta$ is lightest in the central and east South Pacific Ocean and densest in the west.

b. Trends since the mid-1970s

Maps of linear temporal trends in anomalies of AAIW core properties from ship-based CTD data relative to the Argo climatology show clear circumpolar patterns of shoaling, warming, and density reduction, with more variable salinity changes (Fig. 5). While the ends of the trend estimates are anchored by the Argo climatology in 2009, along with recent hydrographic sections in a few locations, the starts of the trend estimates vary regionally between 15 and >35 yr prior to 2009 depending on CTD sampling (Fig. 2). The shortest time periods of 15–20 yr are located in a small portion of the southeast Pacific. The time span analyzed is more than 20 yr in the tropical western Pacific and eastern Indian Oceans south of about 30°S, and increases to more than 35 yr in the Atlantic north of 20°–15°S and in much of the western and central South Pacific. Thus these trends are estimated over varying times, depending on when CTD sampling began in the region. This mapping of trends with varying starting periods assumes a generally linear signal over the sampling period. The assumption appears to hold for AAIW core $\theta$ in the relatively well-sampled regions analyzed (Fig. 3, marks on $y$ axes), whereas again the AAIW core $S$ appears more variable (Fig. 3, marks on $x$ axes). We revisit this assumption in section 3c.

A widespread shoaling trend is obvious south of 30°S in all ocean basins (Fig. 5a). The shoaling trend approaches 5 dbar yr$^{-1}$ around the AAIW formation regions of the southeast Pacific and South Atlantic, and is weakest around the ACC in the Indian Ocean. The trend eases in all oceans increasingly northward of the ACC, where the climatological AAIW core $P$ deepens (Fig. 4a). At many longitudes the trend in AAIW core $P$ changes sign around 30°S. In the South Pacific Ocean the AAIW core $P$ shoaling is most pronounced in the central and eastern regions, with less significant and smaller shoaling trends in the west. In the Pacific the shoaling stops abruptly at the southern edge of the tropical salinity minimum. Similar to the Atlantic, a stronger shoaling is observed in Pacific Ocean regions with a climatological AAIW core $P < 500$ dbar.

The multidecadal warming trend of AAIW core $\theta$ is very strong and statistically significant in most locations south of around 20°S (Fig. 5b). Maximum trends of around 20 $\times 10^{-3}$°C yr$^{-1}$ are estimated in much of the South Atlantic Ocean between the ACC and 30°S as well as the eastern South Pacific in the same latitude range. In the Pacific Ocean the trend becomes more patchy north of 20°S in the area of the tropical salinity minimum, often reversing sign to cooling, whereas in the Atlantic the trend persists northward all the way to 20°N, albeit weaker and reversing sign in a small portion of the southeastern tropical Atlantic. The trend is still toward warming in the western South Pacific and eastern South Indian Oceans, although it is not as strong near the ACC as elsewhere, and not always statistically significant.

In contrast to the strong, large-scale, and statistically significant warming and shoaling trends found at the AAIW core between 30°S and the ACC, AAIW core $S$ trends vary by region in that latitude band (Fig. 5c). A long-term freshening is found in the southwest Atlantic, southeast Pacific, and south-central Indian Oceans, with salinification south of Africa and Australia. As warned earlier, fitting a linear trend to a variable signal in core AAIW $S$ (e.g., Fig. 3, marks on $x$ axes) only sparsely sampled may alias these results. North of 30°S, the trend is mostly toward weak salinification, with only a few small areas of freshening.

In terms of their relative contributions to AAIW core $\sigma_\theta$ trends, the strong and large-scale warming generally
dominates the smaller and patchier salinity changes, resulting in a broad reduction in AAIW core $\sigma_\theta$ (Fig. 5d). The pattern of the lightening density trends is pretty well correlated with the warming trend pattern (Fig. 5b).

Zonal averages of AAIW core property trends in each ocean basin are one way of condensing the large-scale signals and assessing their statistical significance (Fig. 6). The reader should bear in mind that this analysis obscures the zonal structure in property trends of the basins, especially the contrast between the eastern and western South Pacific Ocean (Fig. 5). Nonetheless, trends of shoaling $P$ (Fig. 6a), warming $\theta$ (Fig. 6b), and reductions in $\sigma_\theta$ (Fig. 6d) at the core of the AAIW are strongest close to the formation latitude, just north of the ACC, and are statistically significantly different from zero at 95% confidence in all basins at least as far north as 25°S for $P$ and $\theta$, and 30°S for $\sigma_\theta$. In contrast, the zonally averaged $S$ trends change sign from basin to basin and have larger confidence intervals, with only an Atlantic Ocean freshening trend and an Indian Ocean salinification trend both being significantly different from zero south of 45°S (Fig. 6c). There is also a tendency toward a slight but statistically significant salinification north of 35°–25°S in all three basins.

c. Temperature variability since the mid-1920s

The AAIW core property trends estimated from ship-based and Argo float CTD data presented above do not address the degree of decadal variability, except indirectly through estimates of their statistical significance. As noted above, repeat CTD data from relatively frequently sampled areas near AAIW formation regions suggest a generally monotonic trend in AAIW core $\theta$ (Fig. 3, marks on y axis) but more variable changes in AAIW core $S$ (Fig. 3, marks on x axis) over the last few decades.

Since regions with repeat hydrographic measurements over several decades are limited in the Southern
Hemisphere, we take a different approach and analyze statistics for historical AAIW core $\theta$ anomalies in each ocean basin at biennial temporal resolution over a southern latitude band from 50–40°S (Fig. 7, blue symbols) and a northern one from 30–20°S (Fig. 7, yellow symbols), considering bottle and CTD data separately. Statistics for the latitude band 40°–30°S (not shown) are very similar to those shown for 50–40°S in all three ocean basins.

**FIG. 6.** Zonal mean temporal trends at the AAIW core (salinity minimum) estimated over the CTD sampled time period of (a) pressure, (b) potential temperature, (c) salinity, and (d) potential density in the three ocean basins (color-coded thick lines) with 95% confidence limits (dashed lines). Black bars indicate relative influences of potential temperature and salinity trends on the density trend at $S = 34.4$ and $\theta = 5^\circ C$. Each bar corresponds to a change of $-1$ (g m$^{-3}$) yr$^{-1}$ in density.
consistent with the results of small meridional variations in post-1975 AAIW core $\theta$ trends from 50° to 30°S (Fig. 6b).

Including bottle data extends the analysis back to ~1960 in the Indian and Pacific Oceans and as far back as 1925 in the Atlantic, albeit with temporal gaps and sparse spatial coverage from 1925 to 1955 (Fig. 7, small maps). The relatively well-sampled decades between 1955 and 1995 indicate biennial temporal variability on the order of 0.2°C (perhaps less in the Indian and Pacific Oceans and more in the southern Atlantic Ocean) for AAIW core $\theta$ anomalies within each latitude band in all ocean basins.

The biennial median CTD-derived AAIW core $\theta$ anomalies show a roughly linear warming trend for the southern latitude band in all three oceans since around 1975 (the earliest starting time for Figs. 5 and 6 trend estimates), with only moderate variability about that trend (Fig. 7). The Atlantic AAIW core $\theta$ values (Fig. 7a) in the southern latitude band have warmed fairly steadily by about 0.7°C since 1955 and appear to be warmer around 2009 than at any sampled time since 1925. The median CTD-derived warming in the southern band is at a rate of about $13 \times 10^{-3}$°C yr$^{-1}$, which is on the same order as the warming derived for the zonal average of the mapped fields in the Atlantic Ocean at those latitudes (Figs. 5b and 6b). The results farther from the AAIW source, in the northern latitude band, show a similar pattern with reduced magnitude since 1980. However, for 1955–75, AAIW core $\theta$ values in the northern band of the Atlantic Ocean are close to modern day levels or above, in contrast with the warming trend found in the analysis of more recent CTD data (Figs. 5b and 6b). The Indian Ocean (Fig. 7b) shows a significant smaller warming trend in the southern band for the period of CTD data and no trend for the northern band in the same period, consistent with the results above (Figs. 5b and 6b). Bottle data confirm this trend since the late 1950s, though with statistical significance only for the northern band, that shows little to no trend for the period of CTD data. The Pacific Ocean (Fig. 7c) shows a trend of 0.4°C since 1960 in both zonal bands, consistent over the periods of bottle and CTD data.

Biennial averages of core AAIW $P$ anomalies (not shown) computed in each ocean basin support a general shoaling trend for the period of CTD data in all three basins (Figs. 5a and 6a). However, bottle data $P$ anomalies exhibit significantly larger variability (perhaps owing to measurement noise) than do bottle data $\theta$ anomalies relative to CTD data. The bottle $P$ anomalies have variable signs for the different zonal bands and oceans, with large IQR ranges that span zero for the vast majority of biennials.

The simple statistical analysis presented here is definitely subject to spatial biases in sampling within each basin (Fig. 7, small maps). Prior to 1945 all data are confined to the Atlantic Ocean, with the oldest data being from the 1925–27 South Atlantic Meteor expedition (Wüst 1936, 1–288). During the decade around World War II there are very few profiles at all. The period of 1955–85 is relatively well sampled in all ocean basins, except for the Indian Ocean in the decades prior to and following the International Indian Ocean Expedition in the early 1960s (Wyrtki 1971). From 1985 to 95, including the height of the globally oriented World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE), all three basins are well sampled. Ship-based CTD data coverage is sparse after 1995, when WOCE wound down, with only widely separated sections available, though these few sections do confirm the AAIW core property estimates derived from the Argo float climatology (Fig. 7).

The reliability of bottle data for the purposes of this study can be assessed by examining the temporal continuity of biennial averages of bottle and CTD data, since the latitude band statistics for the two different measurement types do have some overlap in the Atlantic and Pacific (Fig. 7). Aside from the large shift from positive to negative anomalies in the northern latitude band in the Atlantic during the transition from bottle to CTD data, the time series do not exhibit large changes at this switch. Even during that large shift the bottle data averages have very large interquartile ranges. The ranges between first and third quartiles for the biennial bottle data statistics are often larger than those for the CTD data, and their temporal variability is sometimes larger as well, both perhaps reflecting increased uncertainty of the individual bottle-derived $\theta-S$ profiles. Nevertheless, the bottle-derived AAIW core $\theta$ anomalies show the exceptional nature of the long-term warming in all areas except the northern latitude band in the Atlantic, with median anomalies generally below modern conditions and even their third quartiles below or close to modern conditions.

4. Discussion

As noted in section 1, there have been many investigations of $\theta-S$ changes on isopycnals and isobars that suggest decadal or longer-scale changes extending into the AAIW. Here we address AAIW variability by a global analysis of temporal trends and variability at the AAIW core, defined by its local vertical salinity minimum. We use a climatology constructed from modern Argo float CTD data as a reference from which we estimate property anomalies at the AAIW core with both ship-based CTD data extending back to the mid-1970s.
Fig. 7. Median AAIW core $\theta$ anomalies for the (a) Atlantic, (b) Indian, and (c) Pacific Oceans in two latitude bands: 50°–40°S (blue squares) and 30°–20°S (orange triangles) estimated in biennial time bins from bottle (black edges) and CTD (no edges) data with first and third quartiles (whiskers) shown for all bins with more than five data points. Potential temperature anomaly means are also indicated for bottle (gray-filled circles) and CTD (open circles) data. Sectoral winter SAM indices (Visbeck 2008 and M. Visbeck 2011, personal communication) smoothed with an 8-yr radius LOESS smoother (black line for the east and black dashed line for west boundary of each basin) with sign reversed and similarly smoothed winter 60°–55°S SST anomalies (red line) from the 2° × 2° gridded NOAA extended reconstructed sea surface temperature (ERSST v3b) for each basin (Smith et al. 2008) are shown (see text for details). Small maps at the top of each figure show data locations for each basin and decade centered on 1930, 1940, ..., 2000, with half-decade distributions prior to 1925 and after 2005.
and bottle data back to the mid-1920s (at least in the Atlantic Ocean). We find large-scale multidecadal shoaling, warming, and reduction in density of the AAIW core since around the mid-1970s, with the recent warming apparently unprecedented since the beginning of observations with sufficient vertical resolution—in the southern reaches of the Atlantic Ocean since 1925, and in the Pacific and Indian Oceans since around 1960, subject to uncertainties owing to the sparse historical sampling. Salinity changes are generally small with respect to temperature changes in terms of their relative effects on density and also vary regionally. These changes are generally consistent with the bulk of changes previously reported in the literature of which we are aware.

Only a few areas in the Southern Hemisphere oceans are as well sampled in time as the regions where CTD \(\theta-S\) curves illustrate monotonic multidecadal warming of the AAIW core (Fig. 3). Hence, the period over which trends in AAIW core properties (Figs. 5 and 6) are analyzed ends in 2009 with the Argo climatology used as a reference, or with a more recent hydrographic section, but begins at times that vary depending on location. The trends are estimated over periods as short as 15–20 yr in limited regions and as long as 35–40 yr over somewhat larger areas, with most regions having CTD data records of intermediate length. The trends in warming, shoaling, and reduction in density of the AAIW core exhibit large-scale patterns that transcend the regionally varying time periods over which the trends are estimated. Furthermore, analyzing AAIW core \(\theta\) anomaly statistics in latitude bands and biennial time bins since 1975 for CTD data and since 1925 for bottle data (Fig. 7) suggests that the linear trend analysis assumption is reasonable for \(\theta\) since 1975.

The zonal mean trends of the AAIW core \(\theta\) anomaly from 50° to 40°S derived from CTD data (Fig. 6) suggest a warming of up to 0.14°C decade\(^{-1}\) in the Atlantic Ocean, around 0.08°C decade\(^{-1}\) in the Pacific Ocean, and about 0.06°C decade\(^{-1}\) in the Indian Ocean. A comparison of these numbers to the median anomalies since \(\sim 1925\) in the same latitude band for the Atlantic (Fig. 7) indicates that they appear to represent the warming since the late 1950s but would exaggerate a centennial time-scale warming by 0.2°–1.0°C, since the rate of warming from \(\sim 1925\) to \(\sim 1955\) is much reduced compared to that after \(\sim 1955\). The Indian and Pacific Oceans show little to no trend from \(\sim 1960\) to the mid-1970s with values around 0.2° and 0.3°C colder than recent values from Argo.

For the more northern latitude band of 30°–20°S in the Indian and Pacific Oceans both methods lead to a warming in the order of 0.02°–0.05°C decade\(^{-1}\), though only on longer time scales when including the bottle data. The northern latitude band in the Atlantic Ocean behaves opposite to the general trend found in all other bands for the period 1955–80. During this period, northern band Atlantic AAIW core \(\theta\) anomalies are significantly higher than directly before or after that period, at values similar to modern ones.

Because of the large IQR of bottle data, their generally sparse spatial sampling, and the different analysis procedures for bottle and CTD data, we do not use the median AAIW core \(\theta\) anomaly values of Fig. 7 for fitting a linear warming trend, though they do confirm the general trend in the data since 1955 for the southern latitude band in all basins and the northern band in the Indian and Pacific Oceans, when broad-scale spatial sampling begins.

In contrast, estimated AAIW core \(S\) trends since the mid-1970s are neither coherent at the large scale (Figs. 5c and 6c) nor monotonic in temporally well-sampled regions (Fig. 3), suggesting that in most regions there may be no pronounced long-term AAIW core \(S\) trend, despite a strong variability on decadal time scales (Fig. 3), consistent with diverse salinity changes described in other studies mentioned in section 1. Consistent with this finding, the tendency toward reduced density of the AAIW core with time is dominated by the \(\theta\) warming.

Trends in AAIW core \(P\) appear to be similar to trends in AAIW core \(\sigma_0\) to first order (Figs. 5 and 6). Such a result should hold in the absence of other effects given steady ocean stratification. Of course, heave in isopycnal pressures owing to changes in wind forcing (Bindoff and McDougall 2000) may play a role in determining local variations of AAIW core \(P\). The analyzed patterns may be aliased by short-term variations, a likelihood supported by large variability of biennial averaged AAIW core \(P\) anomalies in all basins (not shown). Despite this possible aliasing, estimated pressure trends subside more rapidly with increasing distance from the AAIW formation regions than do the trends of density (Figs. 5a,d and 6a,d). Furthermore, both trends exhibit consistent large-scale circumpolar patterns.

a. Origin of trends

The sea level pressure (SLP) index known as the Southern Annual Mode (SAM), especially in winter, and winter sea surface temperature (SST) near the AAIW formation latitudes may be related to AAIW core property variability. The winter SST ventilates the AAIW, and the SLP variations are related to wind variations, which are important regional drivers of ocean circulation and ventilation. The SAM and local SST variations have recently been suggested to influence AAIW formation (Naveira Garabato et al. 2009; Downes et al. 2010; Sallée et al. 2010a,b). Here we examine basin-averaged SST (Smith et al. 2008) from 60°–55°S (Fig. 7, red lines) and sectoral winter SAM indices based on SLP variations between Antarctica and the southern ends of Africa,
Australia, and South America (Visbeck 2008; M. Visbeck 2011, personal communication; Fig. 7, black lines). These variables generally exhibit upward trends since the mid-1970s—with larger SAM variability, coincident with the observed warming, shoaling, and reduction in density of the AAIW core since that time.

In the Atlantic the winter averaged SST from 60° to 55°S warms by ∼0.7°C from 1925 to the late 1990s, then cools by ∼0.3°C from the late 1990s to 2009. The winter SST between 60° and 55°S trends warmer from the late 1950s to late 1990s in all three basins by the same order of magnitude as the median observed warming of the AAIW core 9 anomalies from 50° to 40°S in those basins (Fig. 7). Thus the AAIW core 9 anomaly trends seem to reflect regional ocean surface warming trends from 60° to 55°S, at least for 1955–95. This trend is stronger in the eastern Pacific and Atlantic Oceans (Gille 2008), the main formation regions of AAIW. The zonal average SST and AAIW core 9 anomaly increases in the Indian Ocean are noticeably smaller than in the Atlantic and Pacific (Figs. 6 and 7). However, the drop in winter SST since late 1990s in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans is not reflected in the AAIW core 9 anomalies.

The SAM index also rises since the mid-1970s (Marshall 2003; Visbeck 2008) when the AAIW core 9 anomaly warming is illuminated by CTD data (Figs. 6 and 7). In the 1920s the sectoral winter SAM indices (Fig. 7, black lines) surrounding the Atlantic have values similar to or higher than those in the 1990s, though the bottle data suggest that the AAIW core 9 anomaly was significantly colder in the 1920s than in the 1990s. In all basins the sectoral winter SAM indices exhibit a trough between the 1950s and late 1970s, marking roughly three phases, with high SAM in the second and fourth quarters of the twentieth century and low SAM in the third quarter.

The Atlantic Ocean northern latitudinal band (30°–20°S) shows AAIW core 9 anomalies close to zero or positive in the third quarter of the twentieth century, which coincides with a low sectoral winter SAM index between South America and Antarctica (Fig. 7a, black dashed line) and between Africa and Antarctica (Fig. 7a, black solid line). This latitudinal band covers the pathway of warm, salty Agulhas leakage from the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic (McCarthy et al. 2011; Beal et al. 2011). An increased Agulhas leakage is proposed for poleward shift or easing of westerly winds (Beal et al. 2011), as occurs with a low SAM index. This leakage mechanism seems a possible explanation for the warm AAIW core 9 anomalies in the northern latitude band of the Atlantic from 1957 to 1977.

The lack of a global coherent AAIW core S change is interesting in light of expected changes in the hydrological cycle as Earth warms (i.e., more evaporation in drier locations—leading to salinification, and more precipitation in rainy areas, like the AAIW formation region—leading to freshening). These changes are seen in simulations of global warming, which suggest that this signal might be discernible over the last two decades of the twentieth century (Held and Soden 2006). Differences of maps of 2003–07 Argo data and historical 1960–89 ocean data do reveal a pattern of salty surface waters getting saltier and fresher surface waters getting fresher (Hosoda et al. 2009), as do estimates of linear trends from 1950 to 2008 (Durack and Wijffels 2010). These surface changes have been tracked into the ocean interior along density surfaces (Helm et al. 2010). However, an alternate explanation for the interior changes of a roughly uniform warming superimposed upon existing salinity patterns has also been advanced (Durack and Wijffels 2010), perhaps consistent with the lack of a coherent global change in AAIW core S found here.

A warming trend at the AAIW core due to enhanced mixing or entrainment of underlying or overlying water masses is not likely, since that process would necessarily lead to an increasing trend in salinity at the AAIW core. Only the Atlantic north of 40°S shows a small but widespread salinification of the AAIW core, again consonant with an increase of Agulhas leakage due to the recently decreasing sectoral winter SAM index between Africa and Antarctica.

b. Impacts of trends

A warming, shoaling, and reduction in density of the AAIW core is likely to impact the ventilation of the base of the thermocline in subtropical regions, reducing the pressure and density to which subthermocline waters ventilated by AAIW are oxygenated. As a consequence of these trends, oxygen could be reduced in deep subtropical and tropical regions, where the AAIW plays a crucial role in oxygen supply. While the middepth tropical oxygen minimum zones do appear to be expanding over recent decades (Stramma et al. 2008, 2010), we are not aware of confirmation of this possible contributory mechanism.

Also, a great deal of carbon has accumulated in AAIW around the Southern Ocean in recent decades (Sabine et al. 2004; McNeil et al. 2003). This accumulation rate might change under global warming scenarios (Downes et al. 2010), and the AAIW core warming, shoaling, and reduced density might be related to such a change.

Finally, model studies suggest a downstream impact of an AAIW warming or cooling on the order of 1°C propagating to the North Atlantic middepth and even surface waters on time scales of several decades (Graham et al. 2011). The AAIW warming trend observed over a few decades is on the order of that imposed in this model study.
In summary, the AAIW core around the globe south of 30°S is apparently currently significantly warmer than it has been in the historical record, which for our analysis extends back to the mid-1920s in the Atlantic and ~1960 in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. The one exception is the portion of the Atlantic Ocean subject to Agulhas leakage of warm, salty waters from the Indian Ocean. Data from previous times show a colder AAIW core in all three ocean basins, when they are sampled. Historical data suggest that the warming trend of the AAIW core may have intensified since the mid-1970s in the Indian and Pacific Oceans and since the mid-1950s in the southern Atlantic, similar to the winter SST around the formation latitudes of AAIW, at least until the late 1990s. The AAIW core also has shoaled significantly and become significantly less dense since the mid-1970s, but there is no strong large-scale trend in salinity at the AAIW core.
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